Host Jafo says:
Star Trek: Apache – Episode #3
Week # 10
Mission: "To Break the Back of …"
Host Jafo says:
The USS Apache has been ordered to investigate the possibility of survivors from the USS Custer in the Laurential System. Vague distress signals have been detected in that system.
Host Jafo says:
The Apache received her new crewmembers while en route to perform the mission previously mentioned. However, the Ferengi vessel that was transporting these crewmembers, suffered severe damages from an unknown source.
Host Jafo says:
Due to the damages, the entire Ferengi crew and the new crewmembers were transported to the Apache, shortly before the Ferengi vessel was destroyed. All personnel, Apache crew and Ferengi, are reported to be in good health.
Further reports, from the Apache, are to be expected in the near future.
Host Jafo says:
<<<<<<<<<< Begin Mission Week Two >>>>>>>>>>
FCO_Trnbl says:
::monitoring Navigational sensors::
XO_Valrek says:
::enters the bridge::
CEO_Toros says:
:: walks out of Main Engineering into a TL ::
CEO_Toros says:
TL: Bridge
SO_Storal says:
::at science  one::
FCO_Trnbl says:
::nods to XO::
XO_Valrek says:
::nods to FCO and takes his seat::
TO_Evans says:
*CTO*: Sir, security reports all ready.
CMO_Quest says:
:: continues to monitors the condition of MO, the FerCO, and FerXO ::
MO_Naegle says:
::in a bio-bed recovering::
CTO_Lu says:
*TO*: Acknowledged.
CO_Tyler says:
::looks at the viewscreen:: SO: Does anything show on sensors?
FCO_Trnbl says:
XO:  All boards condition green here, sir.
CEO_Toros says:
:: walks onto the Bridge looking for the XO ::
FER_XO says:
:;in sickbay::
CMO_Quest says:
:: sees that MO is regaining consciousness and walks over to her :: MO: how are you feeling?
SO_Storal says:
CO: No ma'am
FER_CO says:
::In sickbay Very depressed::
TO_Evans says:
::Exits security, heads for Fort Apache::
XO_Valrek says:
FCO: Very well. Keep a sharp eye for anything that looks like a escape pod
MO_Naegle says:
CMO: Great, Doc.  What a way to start a career in Starfleet, huh?  Flat on my back?
FCO_Trnbl says:
XO:  Aye Sir.  SO:  Anything on sensors?
CEO_Toros says:
:: sees the XO and walks towards him :: XO: Commander, Full Engineering Report.
SO_Storal says:
CO: Aye
CTO_Lu says:
::runs some tactical scans of the adjacent areas::
FER_XO says:
FER CO: Sir.. Are you alright.. ::looks him over from head to toe::
SO_Storal says:
FCO: negative, sir
CMO_Quest says:
:: laughs :: MO: that's ok.... You just get better.
XO_Valrek says:
::looks to the CEO:: CEO: Thank you
CEO_Toros says:
:: hands him the PADD and walks to the Engineering station ::
FER_CO says:
FerXO:  Of course I am not all right. ::holds her head::  I have lost my ship.
FCO_Trnbl says:
::watches Tyria out of the corner of his eye and smiles::
SO_Storal says:
::Continues  to monitor sensors::
MO_Naegle says:
CMO: I can help you with the Ferengi patients.  I feel all right
CO_Tyler says:
SO:  Keep an aye on sensors, report any distress signatures you find.
XO_Valrek says:
::takes the PADD and stows it next to him::
SO_Storal says:
CO: Aye
CMO_Quest says:
:: nods to MO :: MO: if you feel up to it...
FCO_Trnbl says:
::keeps an eye on the info feed from SCI::
FER_XO says:
FER CO: I know.. ::pats his shoulder:: but we can not look back.. We have to go on.. ::wants the CO to snap out of it::
CMO_Quest says:
MO: I have some scheduling to do... I'll be in my office if you need me.
CEO_Toros says:
:: activates the Engineering console and sits down ::
MO_Naegle says:
CMO: I do. ::Grabs clothes and gets dressed.
MO_Naegle says:
CMO: Aye, sir.
FER_XO says:
::looks at the CMO: CMO: Are we going to be checked over? ::feels invisible::
FER_CO says:
FerXO:  You are one lucky Ferengi.  I thought we had lost you there when you went back to the bridge.  What possessed you?
CMO_Quest says:
FerXO: yes... by my assistant... may I introduce Dr. Naegle... she'll be looking after you for a while.
CO_Tyler says:
XO: What has the CMO reported concerning our Ferengi guests?
CEO_Toros says:
:: looks around the bridge and continues on his task :: 
FER_XO says:
FER CO: I am not sure.. a bit of me wanted to not lose my … stuff.. ::frowns:: and now all gone.. ;;rubs his brow::  darn
MO_Naegle says:
"FerXO: Nice to meet you, sir.
CTO_Lu says:
::checks on the status of his sensor scans::
XO_Valrek says:
CO: Most of them have been treated and are released to assigned quarters
FCO_Trnbl says:
SO:  Anything for me on long-range sensors?
TO_Evans says:
::Enters TL::  TL:  Sick bay.
CO_Tyler says:
XO:  Excellent.
XO_Valrek says:
CO: She is still treating a few for more serious injuries
SO_Storal says:
FCO: Negative, sir
CEO_Toros says:
:: taps at the console and finds nothing to do on the Bridge ::
CMO_Quest says:
MO: if you need me... you know where I am.
MO_Naegle says:
::runs tricorder over FerXO::
FER_CO says:
FerXO:  Not quite all of it my friend. ::pats the bag beside him::
FER_XO says:
::nods at the DR:: CMO: At the least you will be assisting My Captain will you not? ::offended that they have had to wait and are being assigned to someone less than the chief Medical Officer::
CEO_Toros says:
:: gets up, walks to the TL and enters ::
MO_Naegle says:
CMO: Aye, sir.
Host Jafo says:
ACTION: The distress signal that the Apache was sent here to investigate is now being heard clearly ... it seems to come and go fading in and out.
CEO_Toros says:
TL: Sickbay
FER_XO says:
FER CO: Ahh… ::grins::
CMO_Quest says:
:: goes over to her desk ::
CMO_Quest says:
:: ignores the Ferengi ::
CO_Tyler says:
XO: Understood.
SO_Storal says:
XO: Sir I got a faint distress call … 
TO_Evans says:
*CEO*: Hello Toros.
CMO_Quest says:
:: sighs in exasperation ::
XO_Valrek says:
SO: See if you can locate the source
FER_XO says:
::takes a PADD out of his pocket noting the unprofessional attitude of the CMO::
SO_Storal says:
XO: Aye sir
FER_CO says:
@::put his hand to his head::  FerXO:  Is it warm in here?
MO_Naegle says:
FerXO: you seem to be all right.
FCO_Trnbl says:
XO:  Orders, Sir?  ::laying in course of last triangulation::
CEO_Toros says:
:: walks into Sickbay :: *TO* Hello David, How are you.
FER_XO says:
::feels the CO's forehead ... carefully....:: CO: Yes you are warm.. I have been feeling like lunch is going to be visiting again... ::makes a face::
MO_Naegle says:
FerXO: and now I will see about your Commanding Officer
CMO_Quest says:
:: sees the CEO coming in and goes to greet him ::
CMO_Quest says:
CEO: sir?
XO_Valrek says:
FCO: Wait until we have a location for the signal
FCO_Trnbl says:
XO:  Aye. Sir, standing by ... think it's a Breen trap?
CEO_Toros says:
CMO: Ah yes, Ensign Quest... I just stopped by to see if everything is alright in Sickbay..
FER_CO says:
Fer_XO: Well let it visit elsewhere.  Where is that doctor now?
FER_XO says:
::groans outloud:: FER CO: I am not sure I can
CMO_Quest says:
:: smiles :: CEO: all is well... the Ferengi captain and executive officer are being treated.
XO_Valrek says:
CO: I suggest we drop from warp
SO_Storal says:
XO: no life pods sir just a debris ring around a planet with a high gravity field
FCO_Trnbl says:
XO/CO: Navigational sensors show a large amount of debris...
CEO_Toros says:
CMO: That's wonderful, I'm not asking about your patients Doctor, I'm asking about your equipment, Any complaints?
FER_CO says:
::back off and yells:: CMO/MO: Medical......
MO_Naegle says:
::gets hypospray from shelf::  FerXO/FerCO: Here you go.  This should stop the nausea.
CO_Tyler says:
XO:  Agreed, make it so.
CTO_Lu says:
XO: Sir, I suggest going into yellow alert.
FER_XO says:
::moves to sit down and as he turns he up-chucks on the MO's shoes::
XO_Valrek says:
SO: Very good. Continue searching for any life signs within the debris
MO_Naegle says:
::Gives both Ferengi hypospray shots::
CMO_Quest says:
CEO: No, we're quite all right for now.
FER_CO says:
MO:  Finally...
SO_Storal says:
::Scanning for life signs among debris::
XO_Valrek says:
CTO: Yes, Yellow alert
XO_Valrek says:
FCO: Drop us out of warp but keep us clear of the debris field
FCO_Trnbl says:
::overhears the CO::  XO:  We are now sublight.  ::drops ship from warp::
FER_XO says:
::wipes his forehead ... little beads of sweat coming out on his skin:: All: Oh man I feel bad
CTO_Lu says:
::sets weapons and shields to standby::
CEO_Toros says:
CMO: Understood.  You know my Comm signal, I'll be seeing you, Oh yes one more thing... :: extends his hand :: CMO: Welcome Aboard.
FER_CO says:
::looks over at his XO and withholds a grin::
FCO_Trnbl says:
::slaves OPS to Flight Control::
CO_Tyler says:
::nods::
CMO_Quest says:
:: begins to worry about the FerCO and FerXO :: MO: it doesn't make sense...
MO_Naegle says:
FerCO: Sorry that took so long.  Not feeling 100% myself.
FER_XO says:
::whispers:: FER CO: I did not do that on purpose.. ::groans again::
CTO_Lu says:
::makes another tactical scan of the system::
MO_Naegle says:
CMO: I know, I don't know what could be causing the  nausea.
SO_Storal says:
XO: I would also like to scan for a possible cloaked ship
CMO_Quest says:
MO: the transport wasn't that long, and it didn't effect the rest of us.  Just the FerCO and FerXO.  Think it was something they ate? :: grins ::
FCO_Trnbl says:
::slaves OPS to Flight console::
CEO_Toros says:
CMO: Understood.  You know my Comm signal, I'll be seeing you, Oh yes one more thing ... :: extends his hand :: CMO: Welcome Aboard.
TO_Evans says:
::Hears yellow alert and returns to security::
XO_Valrek says:
SO: If you have the sensors configured for that, you may
MO_Naegle says:
MO: Yes it could be.
SO_Storal says:
XO: Nothing on sensors, sir
CMO_Quest says:
:: shakes CEO's hand :: CEO: Thank you sir.
CEO_Toros says:
CMO: My pleasure, Yellow Alert, Got to run!
FCO_Trnbl says:
XO:  Sir, I have laid in emergency escape vectors if we need them.
SO_Storal says:
::continues to scan for life signs::
XO_Valrek says:
SO: Very well. Any life signs in the debris or on the planet?
CEO_Toros says:
:: runs out of Sickbay in a hurry and catches a TL :: TL: Bridge
CO_Tyler says:
SO: Scan the debris field.  See if there is anything within the debris field.
FCO_Trnbl says:
::monitors for COMM traffic::
TO_Evans says:
::Enters security and takes his place at the monitoring station::
MO_Naegle says:
::Thinks hard about Ferengi physiology::
CMO_Quest says:
:: goes over to the FerXO and FerCO :: FerCO/XO: how are you feeling now?
SO_Storal says:
CO: Aye ::scans debris field::
FER_XO says:
::waits ... and waits for someone to even care about the Command Staff Ferengi that are ill in the sickbay::
CEO_Toros says:
:: walks onto the bridge nodding to everybody and taking his post  at the Engineering console ::
MO_Naegle says:
CMO: Maybe their ears have something to do with it.
FCO_Trnbl says:
::attempts triangulation to get direction on the signal::
FER_CO says:
FerXO:  This is ridiculous... I will lodge a complaint.
FER_XO says:
MMO: You mean after I puked on your shoes? ::looks down:: Better thanks.. ::wipes his mouth:: I could use a drink of water
CO_Tyler says:
SO:  Also see if you can detect anything on the planet's surface::
XO_Valrek says:
FCO: Any luck on finding the signal's source yet?
TO_Evans says:
::Checks with security to be sure sensitive areas are manned::
MO_Naegle says:
CMO: Let's see if they have an inner ear disturbance.
SO_Storal says:
CO: I’m detecting a large amount of wreckage on the planet surface
CMO_Quest says:
MO: agreed....
CMO_Quest says:
Nurse: can you please bring some water here please.
FER_XO says:
MO: Don’t touch my ears.. Unless you’re proposing marriage
TO_Evans says:
*CTO*: Security standing by.
FCO_Trnbl says:
XO:  Trying, sir...
FER_CO says:
::Looks at his XO wondering if the two of them were invisible or something::
SO_Storal says:
CO: The signal is also originating form the planet surface
CMO_Quest says:
<Nurse>: aye sir.
CEO_Toros says:
:: taps at the consoles in front of him bringing all his engineering teams on duty and at key points around the ship should a disaster happen ::
MO_Naegle says:
::gets tricorder:: FerXO, I won't touch them, sir, just scan them with this tricorder.  Is that okay?
CTO_Lu says:
*TO*: Acknowledged Evans.
Custer_Officer says:
@::moves among the wreckage looking ::
CMO_Quest says:
:: takes the water from the nurse and hands it to the FerCO and one to the FerXO:: FerXO/CO :here you go....
CO_Tyler says:
SO:  Do you have confirmation on that as the source of the signal?
Host Jafo says:
ACTION: Briefly the Ferengi CO seems to fade in an out of sight....
CMO_Quest says:
:: gets another tricorder and starts scanning the FerCO ::
FER_XO says:
:::takes it:: CMO Thanks..
CO_Tyler says:
::stands and walks over to the science console::
FCO_Trnbl says:
XO:  There you have it...surface....
SO_Storal says:
XO: scans make out at least one ship that made direct contact with the planets surface
FER_XO says:
::gets a look of shock on his face:: FER CO:: CAPTAIN!!
MO_Naegle says:
::Notices the FerCO::  CMO: Doctor, LOOK!
CMO_Quest says:
:: notice the phasing too :: MO: what the?!
FER_CO says:
::takes the water wondering what to do with it::  FerXO:  What?
XO_Valrek says:
FCO: Good
SO_Storal says:
::scans the wreckage for life signs::
FER_XO says:
::runs around behind the FER CO:: ALOUD: He is leaving and coming back  FER CO: Captain!
FER_CO says:
FerXO:  What are you staring at.  You would think you had seen a bidahachi.
MO_Naegle says:
CMO: I just tried to scan the XO and this happened.
XO_Valrek says:
SO: Any life signs from the planet?
FER_XO says:
FER CO: You are disappearing and coming back ::shouts it::
FER_CO says:
::looks at his XO as if had finally lost it::
FCO_Trnbl says:
XO:  You think we should put out a hail, or are we thinking this is a possible trap?
CEO_Toros says:
:: notices the OPS Station is vacant and walks over to it bringing it online and monitoring but not changing a thing ::
CMO_Quest says:
MO: compare the readings you have gotten from the XO, and take my readings...
FER_CO says:
FerXO:  Settle down.  I am right here ...  I am not deaf either.
SO_Storal says:
XO: no clear life signs, although there are odd readings indicating the presence of life
FER_XO says:
::runs his arm through him .. Or so he thinks and ends up smacking his CO in the arm::
XO_Valrek says:
CO: We may need to send an AT to the surface. May I suggest we try to figure the best way to get to the surface with a way back?
CMO_Quest says:
MO: we need to see if there's a pattern... while we're at it... we should scan ourselves too...
MO_Naegle says:
::Compares readings::  CMO: The Ferengi Captain is definitely showing some kind of effect from the transporter.
FER_CO says:
::slaps the XO's hand away and jumps up::  FerXO: Enough
CO_Tyler says:
FCO:  Yes, Try to contact the surface.
FER_XO says:
FER CO: But... ::exasperated:: You were here and then you were not ::feels slightly dizzy::
XO_Valrek says:
SO: Very good. Keep sensors on the debris field. I don't like the looks of this
SO_Storal says:
XO: Aye sir
CMO_Quest says:
:: puts a hand on FerCO shoulder :: FerCO: calm down...
CMO_Quest says:
FerXO: you too.
FER_CO says:
FerXO:  You are the one that does not seem to be here...
Custer_Officer says:
@::moves about the escape pods::
CEO_Toros says:
:: sees that the FCO has control over it and shuts down the station to save power :: Self: Hmmm :: walks back to his station ::
SO_Storal says:
::continues to scan the debris field::
Host Jafo says:
ACTION: The CMO's hand passes through the Ferengi's chest....
FER_XO says:
::Makes a grimace and turns on the MO: MO : What did you do to him … OR YOU… ::looks at the CMO: what was in that water? ::demands::
FCO_Trnbl says:
CO:  Aye, Sir.  COM: Planet: This is the USS Apache...We stand ready to assist.  Please respond.
MO_Naegle says:
CMO: It's like he's still in the transporter.
CO_Tyler says:
XO:  Agreed.  It may be best to use a shuttle, the debris field may interfere with the transporters.
CMO_Quest says:
:: feels a chill through her hands as it passes through the Ferengi ::
CMO_Quest says:
MO: He's not materialized completely... how... why?
FER_CO says:
::stares shocked::
CMO_Quest says:
MO: Were there any interference during transport?
Custer_Officer says:
@:: hears a response and moves to the Comm::
MO_Naegle says:
::looks in amazement:: Self: Holy Cow!
CTO_Lu says:
XO: Who will go on the team sir?
FER_XO says:
::Blinks and stands back.. Looking for a weapon.. Thinking they are killing his Captain.. Federation.. Cowards::
Custer_Officer says:
@::moves to respond::
MO_Naegle says:
CMO: I don't remember, I was unconscious, remember?
XO_Valrek says:
::looks at the readings on his display:: CO: I am leery of using a shuttle in the high gravity of the planet
CEO_Toros says:
:: taps at his console turning around to hear the conversation going on ::
CIV_Jax says:
::finishes his game .... he won .... and moves back to the bar::
FER_CO says:
::becomes solid and sits down heavily::
CMO_Quest says:
:: looks over to the MO :: MO: The rift!  Perhaps something to do with that.....
CO_Tyler says:
XO:  Your suggestion?
CMO_Quest says:
MO: yes... I'm just bouncing off ideas from your head...
MO_Naegle says:
FerCO:  Do you feel okay?
FCO_Trnbl says:
 COM: Planet: This is the USS Apache...  I repeat:  We stand ready to assist.  Please respond.
Custer_Officer says:
@::hits the Comm ::
FER_XO says:
FER CO: You are here now. ::pokes him and whispers:: I think they are doing this  ::looks at them with a frown::
CEO_Toros says:
:: walks to the middle of the bridge :: XO/CO: Sirs, We could fit a shuttle out to counter act the Gravity
XO_Valrek says:
CO: I suggest we bring the ship as close as we can for the transporters to get a clear signal
MO_Naegle says:
CMO: yes the rift could have had something to do with it, but I'm no scientist, sir.
Custer_Officer says:
@:: seems to have difficulty making the control work, grows frustrated::
CMO_Quest says:
:: looks over to the FerCO :: MO: he's solid now... but....
CEO_Toros says:
XO/CO: Theoretically of course....
CO_Tyler says:
CEO:  How long would this refit take?
MO_Naegle says:
CMO: … but for how long??
FER_CO says:
::looking dazed:: FerXO:  Don't let me forget that report
CMO_Quest says:
CMO: neither am I.... But... We need to talk to the Transporter Chief.
CEO_Toros says:
CO: about ... half an hour with all teams working at it... It would have to be a Class II Personal Shuttle Though.
Custer_Officer says:
@::cant seem to push the controls:
FER_XO says:
CMO/MO: Stay away from him.. ::stands tall.. Even though he is beginning to feel the sweat pour from his brow again:: I will take you apart limb  by limb!
Custer_Officer says:
@::grows angrier::
MO_Naegle says:
::Looks to CMO for guidance::
CMO_Quest says:
FerXO: calm down... we're trying to figure out what's going on.... We can't do that if you're in the way.  For all we know ... you're affected by this ... this ... whatever this is .... too.
FCO_Trnbl says:
 COM: Planet: This is the USS Apache...does anyone read this signal?  If you can hear me, press the "transmit button..."
CMO_Quest says:
MO: call the CSO...
FER_XO says:
CMO: I think you did this.. Otherwise you would have notified your own Captain by now ... you could care less ::spits::
Custer_Officer says:
@::Looks around for the transmit button::
Host Jafo says:
ACTION: The Ferengi XO seems to phase out of existence completely for approximately 2 seconds....
CMO_Quest says:
MO: No ... call the SO
Custer_Officer says:
@::tries to push it::
FER_XO says:
::keeps talking and making accusations::
CO_Tyler says:
XO:  Can we get close enough without the gravitational pull affecting us?
MO_Naegle says:
*SO* Lt, we have a problem down here in sickbay that needs a scientist
SO_Storal says:
*MO*: Yes Doctor
XO_Valrek says:
CO: If we take the shuttle, I will need the FCO to go with us on the AT
Custer_Officer says:
@::grows angry and stares at her hand before trying again::
XO_Valrek says:
CO: I believe so Sir
FER_CO says:
::stares::  FerXO:  Umm.... Umm....
CMO_Quest says:
:: continues to monitor FerCO and begins scanning the FerXO too for any anomalous readings.::
CIV_Jax says:
::grows weary today of sitting behind the bar ... wonders what is new in the rest of the ship and heads out the doors of the lounge::
FER_XO says:
FER CO: What is it sir. Are you ok.. You are so pale?
FCO_Trnbl says:
 COM: Planet: We cannot read your signal.  Stand by, we are mounting assistance efforts.
CEO_Toros says:
XO/CO: As well as an engineer to monitor the modifications, I can post Mister Tekaro  … he'll do well.
FCO_Trnbl says:
XO:  Sir, no response from the surface.
FER_CO says:
FerXO:  You were gone ... about two seconds and then you came back.
Custer_Officer says:
@::finally feels the control and pushes the button::
XO_Valrek says:
::nods to FCO and CEO::
XO_Valrek says:
CO: It is your call Sir
CEO_Toros says:
:: nods ::
FER_XO says:
FER CO: I was right here.. ::thinks:: I did not go.... ::trails off:: OH NO Not me too.. !
CO_Tyler says:
XO:  Then select your team, Commander.  CEO:  Prepare transporters.
CEO_Toros says:
CO: Yes ma'am.
SO_Storal says:
*MO* Acknowledged
CTO_Lu says:
XO: Sir, It might be a trap so you might need an security team.
XO_Valrek says:
::nods::
FER_XO says:
::clutches his head.. He does not know it but he is phasing out for seconds at a time::
FER_CO says:
::nods his head and starts to get up::
FCO_Trnbl says:
XO/CO: Sirs, there is someone receiving down there!
XO_Valrek says:
CTO: Have TO Evans report to TR1 with a team
CO_Tyler says:
FCO:  Take us closer to the planet.
CMO_Quest says:
MO: status?
FER_CO says:
::grabs for his XO to hold on... grabs something himself::
SO_Storal says:
XO: Sir sick bay is requesting I go down there and help out with a problem there having
CTO_Lu says:
XO: Aye sir.
CO_Tyler says:
FCO:  Do you have the coordinates for the transmission?
FER_XO says:
FER CO: I recommend a shuttle ... make them give us one ... and we can leave ... they are killing us.. ::looks at the CMO:: what kind of a weapon do you have?
MO_Naegle says:
CMO, they're still phasing.
XO_Valrek says:
SO: Very well, if the CO approves
FCO_Trnbl says:
CO:  Aye, sir.  ::navigates through the debris, keeping an eye on power curves and gravity wells::
CMO_Quest says:
:: notice the FerCO and FerXO :: self: dang... it's happening to the XO too.
CTO_Lu says:
*TO*: Evans your going on an away team, take half of alpha team and your self to tr1.
CMO_Quest says:
MO: yes... I noticed...
Custer_Officer says:
@::stares down at the console feeling relieved at getting the signal out... looks down to see herself fading .... Lets out an anguished scream::
TO_Evans says:
*CTO* Aye sir, we are on our way.
FCO_Trnbl says:
CO: Attempting to lock on, Sir....
SO_Storal says:
CO: The MO needs my assistance in sickbay
XO_Valrek says:
*CMO*: Send a medical team to TR1
CO_Tyler says:
SO: Very well, report to sickbay.
CEO_Toros says:
:: begins to walk back to his station :: then thinks he needs to be in the TR ::
SO_Storal says:
::goes to turbo lift::
CMO_Quest says:
*XO*: acknowledged.
CEO_Toros says:
:: walks to the TL::
TO_Evans says:
*Alpha team squad one to TR1 phaser 2 set at stun.
CMO_Quest says:
MO: do you want to stay and monitor them, or go to TR1?  It's your choice.
SO_Storal says:
TL: sick bay
FER_CO says:
::looks around at other members of his crew::
TO_Evans says:
::Exists security to TL!::
XO_Valrek says:
CO: I will keep you informed of what we find
CEO_Toros says:
:: enters the TL and holds the doors for anyone entering ::
MO_Naegle says:
CMO: I called Storal, so I'll stay.
FER_CO says:
CMO/MO: What have you done to us?
CO_Tyler says:
FCO:  Keep enough distance that we will not be affected by the gravitational pull.
CMO_Quest says:
MO: ok...
SO_Storal says:
::Arrives at sick bay::
XO_Valrek says:
::enters TL with CEO::
CMO_Quest says:
:: goes to TL :: TL: tr1
CO_Tyler says:
XO:  Excellent Commander, Good Luck.
SO_Storal says:
MO: what’s the problem
FER_XO says:
::thinks.. Hurry.. Choices?? Darn what is wrong.. They should be quicker, not playing "who wants to do what?"::
CEO_Toros says:
:: lets go of the doors ::
Custer_Officer says:
@::exits the  pod to find the others::
CEO_Toros says:
TL: Transporter Room 1 
TO_Evans says:
::Enters TL:: TL: TR1
CMO_Quest says:
:: arrives at TR1 with emergency medical kit in hand. ::
FCO_Trnbl says:
CO:  Sir, I cannot pinpoint it, but I can localize it to ... :brings up maps on main screen::  ...this area.
MO_Naegle says:
SO: Thank you for coming Lieutenant.
XO_Valrek says:
CEO: We will need an engineer to see if anything is salvageable from the downed ship.
CIV_Jax says:
::strides down a corridor glancing the controls of his gravity belt::
SO_Storal says:
MO: No problem what can I help you with
MO_Naegle says:
SO: Our Ferengi guests are phasing in and out, and we can't figure out why.
FCO_Trnbl says:
CO/*XO*: Sirs, What about Jax?  He would do well in this heavy gravity
CO_Tyler says:
FCO:  That will have to do, send those coordinates to TR1.
CEO_Toros says:
XO: anyone in particular?
SO_Storal says:
MO: I’m an Ensign, ma’am
FCO_Trnbl says:
FER_XO says:
::rolls his eyes:: FER CO: Well are we going to sit here or scram?
XO_Valrek says:
CEO: I am sure you know who is best suited for that task
FCO_Trnbl says:
CO:  Aye Sir.  ::sends coordinates to TR1::
FER_CO says:
FerXO: Scram?  Where to?
CO_Tyler says:
FCO: Excellent suggestion
MO_Naegle says:
SO:  Sorry, Ensign, but can you help us?
CMO_Quest says:
:: waits for the XO ::
FER_XO says:
FER CO: Anywhere.. Get a ride.. Find a transport.. Get off this bloody ship...
CEO_Toros says:
XO: I can join you if you wish, but I would also like to stay on board and monitor the Transporters
XO_Valrek says:
::exits TL and heads for TR1::
SO_Storal says:
SO: yes ma’am
CEO_Toros says:
:: follows the XO right next to him ::
CO_Tyler says:
*XO* Have you considered taking Jax Burta with you?
FER_CO says:
FerXO:  fine with me... lets go... ::heads out of the SB::
Custer_Officer says:
@::walks around the other pods  , finding another crewmember, tries to relay that help is on the way::
MO_Naegle says:
SO: I believe they are trying to leave. ::Looks at Ferengi
SO_Storal says:
::Scans the room for any abnormalities::
TO_Evans says:
::Arrives at TR 1  awaits rest of Away team::
FER_XO says:
::says something in Ferengi to the MO::
MO_Naegle says:
::And Runs after them::
XO_Valrek says:
*CO*: Sir, Thanks for the suggestion.
CMO_Quest says:
:: begins to worry about SB knowing that MO is not feeling 100% herself ::
FCO_Trnbl says:
 COM: Planet: This is the USS Apache...we read your response.  Please stand by, we are mounting assistance.  Remain where you are if you can and keep trying to send a response!
Custer_Officer says:
@::Feels the sensation wash over her again and stumbles::
XO_Valrek says:
*Jax*: Please report to TR1 for an AT
Host Jafo says:
ACTION: The Ferengi try to leave sickbay....
FER_XO says:
::is a step behind his CO::
CMO_Quest says:
:: sees TO coming into TR1 :: TO: sir.
FER_CO says:
::motions some of his men to follow along::
MO_Naegle says:
::Catches up with Ferengi::
SO_Storal says:
::Stops them::
CIV_Jax says:
::stops short in the middle of a corridor ... crewman trying to squeeze around him:: *XO*: Sir?
FER_XO says:
::turns on the MO:: MO: Get away from us..
XO_Valrek says:
::enters TR1::
MO_Naegle says:
FerCO: Where do you think you're going?
FER_CO says:
::nods in agreement with his XO::
FER_XO says:
::pushes the SO:: Oh please, you are weak.. ::moves him aside with one hand::
TO_Evans says:
XO: Sir, ::Hands XO a phaser, type 2::
FER_XO says:
::makes a run for it and gets out of the sickbay::
XO_Valrek says:
*Jax*: I need your assistance on the planet
FER_CO says:
::begins to sprint towards a shuttle room::
CMO_Quest says:
:: sees the XO come in :: XO: sir, reporting as ordered.
MO_Naegle says:
::has handy dandy hypospray::
CIV_Jax says:
::confused:: *XO*: On my way sir ....
XO_Valrek says:
::takes Phaser::
CO_Tyler says:
*MO* Prepare sickbay for possible casualties.
MO_Naegle says:
::runs after Fer CO
FER_XO says:
::ducks in and out of hiding places not being caught::
TO_Evans says:
CMO: Doctor.
CEO_Toros says:
:: walks behind the TL console and begins to initiate the static Compensation ::
SO_Storal says:
::Uses tricorder to scan for Ferengi life signs::
XO_Valrek says:
AT: We don't know what we will be faced with, so be sharp
CMO_Quest says:
TO: sir.
FER_CO says:
::out of breath reaches a shuttle bay::  FerXO:  you all right?
CO_Tyler says:
FCO:  Any further information from the planet?
Host Jafo says:
ACTION: The SO and MO manage to corner the two Ferengi.... Until they phase out and can no longer be seen by anyone.
FCO_Trnbl says:
::slaves SCI to Flight as well and monitors scans of planet::
CMO_Quest says:
XO: sir, what exactly are we going for....?
MO_Naegle says:
*Security*: Security Please report to the sickbay.
FER_XO says:
FER CO: Yes..
SO_Storal says:
MO: What the??
CIV_Jax says:
::squeezes through the doors to TR 1:: XO: Reporting as ordered, sir ....
XO_Valrek says:
CMO: Your medical team is needed for possible survivors
CEO_Toros says:
:: taps at the console handing it over to EO Tekaro :: EO: ready for transport :: grabs a Tricorder and an Engineering kit and steps onto the TL pad ::
FCO_Trnbl says:
CO:  Not at this time.  However, I have just registered a security alert...to sickbay....
FER_CO says:
::enters shuttle bay and dashes over to a shuttle::
MO_Naegle says:
SO:  I have no clue, Ens.
CEO_Toros says:
XO: We are ready to go sir.
CMO_Quest says:
:: nods :: XO: understood.
Custer_Officer says:
@::Moves toward the pod again::
CO_Tyler says:
CTO:  See what you can do to assist in sickbay.
SO_Storal says:
::scans for Ferengi life signs on board the Apache::
FER_XO says:
FER CO: Can you see me? I can barely see you?
MO_Naegle says:
SO:  Can you scan for them?
XO_Valrek says:
Jax: Good to see you. You are one of the few on this ship who can withstand high gravity. You will be needed with us
SO_Storal says:
MO: doing that now
FER_CO says:
::looks over at XO and nods::  FerXO: You are right there.  Let’s get a move on. ::feeling very warm::
CTO_Lu says:
CO: Aye sir.
XO_Valrek says:
::moves to Transporter pad::
CIV_Jax says:
::nods and follows the XO to the transporter pad::
FCO_Trnbl says:
*MO*:  what is the status of sickbay?  Can I direct any SEC officers from here?
SO_Storal says:
MO: no ma’am they’re gone
FER_XO says:
::sees the SO and MO are not even looking at them as they stand in front of them.. Tempted.. Ohh so tempted.. But sees his CO glare and does nothing::
CTO_Lu says:
FCO: I'm going down there.
Custer_Officer says:
@::Moves back to the Comm feeling less and less in control:::
CMO_Quest says:
:: follows the leader and steps onto the transporter pad ::
TO_Evans says:
::Follows XO to Transporter pad along with the three security personnel::
CMO_Quest says:
:: thinks: I just got off this thing... ::
FER_XO says:
::follows his CO::
CEO_Toros says:
:: thinks of something :: All: Sirs, Perhaps we should have EVA Suits, It would definitely help with the atmosphere and Gravity.
FCO_Trnbl says:
CTO:  Acknowledged.  Call if you need help.
CTO_Lu says:
::walks to the bridge armory and grabs his phaser rifle::
XO_Valrek says:
CEO: Anti-grav belts should be sufficient
FER_CO says:
::enters the shuttle::  FerXO: You think you can get us out of here?
CO_Tyler says:
CTO:  Report as soon as you know what is happening down there.
SO_Storal says:
*FCO*: The Ferengi have disappeared
CTO_Lu says:
CO: Aye Captain.
MO_Naegle says:
SO: How are we supposed to find them?
CEO_Toros says:
XO: Acknowledged Commander… :: jumps off the PADD going into another adjacent room and gets belts for all except Jax ::
FER_XO says:
FER CO: I do not think so... we may be "not here" but the shuttle is.. Hmm ::thinks::
FCO_Trnbl says:
*SO*:  Understood.  Initiating Security lockdown.
CTO_Lu says:
::rushes to the TL::
CTO_Lu says:
Computer: Sickbay.
CEO_Toros says:
:: walks back into the TR and hands the AT belts as he puts his own on :: 
CMO_Quest says:
:: takes a belt from the CEO and puts it on ::
CO_Tyler says:
*SO* What do you mean disappeared?
SO_Storal says:
MO: could see if I can scan for any temporal anomalies aboard the ship
FCO_Trnbl says:
::initiates external lockdown:: CO:  SO reports that the Ferengi have disappeared.
MO_Naegle says:
SO: Please!!
FER_CO says:
FerXO:  It does not good to get out of here if we can not Get Out of here
SO_Storal says:
*CO*: They just vanished ma’am
TO_Evans says:
::Puts on the anti-grav belt, then prepares for transport::
CO_Tyler says:
FCO:  Understood
CEO_Toros says:
:: steps back onto the pad taking his position and nodding to the XO :: XO: When ever you are ready, sir.
CTO_Lu says:
::rushes out of the TL and to the sickbay::
XO_Valrek says:
::snaps his belt on and sets it to activate once he materializes::
Custer_Officer says:
@::feels another sensation wash over her , this time lasting longer than before::
CMO_Quest says:
:: checks for her phaser ::
FCO_Trnbl says:
::severs power to shuttle bay doors::
XO_Valrek says:
::looks to be sure everyone is ready:: EO: Energize
FER_XO says:
FER CO: Does not matter now.. I guess if we can not be seen.. ::is getting a real big headache::
CO_Tyler says:
*SO* Explain
CEO_Toros says:
:: nods to the Crewman and he energizes the away team ::
CTO_Lu says:
*CMO*: I'm 50 meters away from sickbay.
FCO_Trnbl says:
::opens shield portion for AT beam out::
FER_CO says:
FerXO:  What do you mean it no longer matters?  I want off this dang ship.
TO_Evans says:
::Dematerializes::
Host Jafo says:
ACTION: Suddenly the CMO is overcome with a wave of nausea ......
FCO_Trnbl says:
::closes shields after transport::
CMO_Quest says:
:: groans ::
Custer_Officer says:
@::feeling of utter frustration washes over her as she feels the sensation go through her again::
Host Jafo says:
@ACTION: The away team beams down to the surface of the planet and materializes....
FER_XO says:
FER CO: I am sorry sir... orders please..
CTO_Lu says:
::walks into the sickbay::
SO_Storal says:
*CO*: they ran out of sick bay and when we tried to stop them, they just vanished out of sight.
Host Jafo says:
ACTION: Suddenly the CMO is overcome with a wave of nausea ......
Host Jafo says:
<<<<<<<<<< End Mission Week Two >>>>>>>>>>

